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The importance of incompressible surfaces, introduced by Haken, as a tool in the study of 
the structure of 3-manifolds was revealed in the work of Waldhausen. Those 3-manifolds 
which are not sufficiently large (i.e. do not contain 2-sided incompressible surfaces) are in 
a sense less structured than sufficiently large 3-manifolds, and one way of constructing 
3-manifolds which are not sufficiently large is via Dehn surgery on knots in manifolds. As 
the existence of an incompressible surface in a surgery manifold implies the existence of an 
imcompressible and &incompressible surface in the original 3-manifold (see the arguments 
in the Corollary after Theorem 4.11 in [13]), the problem of finding examples, via Dehn 
surgery, of irreducible 3-manifolds which are not sufficiently large is somehow reduced to 
the problem of classifying incompressible surfaces in the original 3-manifolds. By classifying 
the incompressible surfaces, up to isotopy, in the knot manifold of the figure-eight knot, 
Thurston [13, Theorem 4.1 l] showed that all but finitely many (actually, eight) surgery 
manifolds of the figure-eight knot are (irreducible and) not sufficiently large. This approach 
was later extended by Hatcher and Thurston to 2-bridge knots [6], by Floyd and Hatcher 
to once-punctured torus bundles with hyperbolic monodromy [4], by Culler, Jaco, and 
Rubinstein to all once-punctured torus bundles [3], and more recently by Heil and 
Raspopovii: to once-punctured Klein bottle bundles [7]. 
According to Moser [lo], the surgery manifold of a torus knot is either a lens space, 
a connected sum of two lens spaces, or a Seifert fibered 3-manifold over the 2-sphere S2 with 
three singular fibres. Thus by using a theorem of Waldhausen [ 141, which states that if M is 
a Seifert fibered 3-manifold with orbit surface S2 and with three singular fibers, then M is 
irreducible and sufficiently large (i.e. M is Haken) if and only if H,( M) is infinite, we see that 
the surgery manifold of a torus knot is never a Haken manifold, in fact, never sufficiently 
large. This approach is certainly different from the ones mentioned earlier, and the reason is 
that the existence of Seifert fibration in the knot manifold of a torus knot allows a direct 
classification of the surgery manifolds without first determining the isotopy classes of 
incompressible surfaces in the knot manifold. 
In this paper, however, we shall give an isotopy classification of 2-sided (equivalently, 
orientable) incompressible surfaces in the knot manifolds of torus knots. It is not 
surprising that the isotopy classification is done by using the structure of Seifert fibration 
of the knot manifolds; in fact, the major tool we shall use is the characterization theorem 
for 2-sided incompressible surfaces in orientable Seifert fibered 3-manifolds stated in 
[9, Theorem VI. 343. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
We work in piecewise linear category. By a surface we shall mean a compact connected 
2-manifold with or without boundary. We shall assume the definitions and terminologies 
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used in [ll], [Z], and [9] for torus knot, Seifert surface, genus of knot, Seifert fibered 
manifold, &incompressible surface, etc., but we shall use a bit restricted definition for 
incompressible surface: A surface S 3 D2, S2, RP2 properly embedded in a 3-manifold M or 
contained in aM is incompressible if for any disk D c M with D n S = aD, there is a disk 
D’ CS with dD’ = aD. We recall the elementary fact that a surface S c M that is either 
2-sided in M or is contained in i3M is incompressible in M iff S is nr-injective in M. 
We shall use the canonical diagram of torus knot in S3 given in [6]; for example, the 
diagram of the torus knot T,,, of type (3,4) is given in Fig. 1. 
Let T,,, be a torus knot of type (p, q) in S3 with p, q 2 2 and let N( Tp,4) be a regular 
neighborhood of T,.,. Then the knot manifold S3 - k( T,,4) of Tp,4 is a Seifert fibered 
3-manifold fibering over a disk D with two singular fibers (of indexes p and q respectively); 
to describe this, assume T,,, lies on the boundary of a standardly embedded solid torus V 
in S3, then S3 - I?( T,,,) = VI uAC V2, where VI = V - I?( T,,,) and V2 = (S3 - p) - 
I?( T,,,) are solid tori, and A, is the canonical annulus obtained by identifying the 
annuli aV-- &(T,,,) with a(S3 - t) - &CT,,,) in aV, and a V2, respectively. Let 
p: S3 - &( Tp,q) -+ D be the projection map, and let a and b denote the singular points in 8, 
see Fig. 2. Note that p(A,) is a properly embedded arc in D separating a and b. 
Now apply the Seifert algorithm [12] (cf. [ll, p 1203 or [2, p. 171) to the canonical 
diagram of Tp,4 to construct a Seifert surface F, spanning Tp,4 which we shall call the 
canonical Seifert surface to Tpv4, see Fig. 3(a). It is easy to see that F, has the same homotopy 
type as the graph consisting of p vertices ur, ~2,. , up and for 1 I i I p - 1, vi and Vi+ 1 are 
joined by q edges (c.f. [ll, p. 120]), see Fig. 3(b). 
Thus x(F,) = p - (p - l)q, and so genus (F,-) = t(p - l)(q - 1). Now it is well known 
(see, for example, [l 1, p. 2081 or [2, Corollary 4.11 (b)]) that genus( T,,,) = i(p - l)(q - l), 
thus the canonical Seifert surface F, of T,,, is a Seifert surface of Tp,4 of minimal genus. 
Fig. 1. 
b 
Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 3. 
2. THE CLASSIFICATION THEOREM 
The following orientable surfaces are easily seen to be incompressible in the knot 
manifold S3 - fi( T,,,) of the torus knot T,,,: 
(1) The torus boundary 8(S3 - fi( T,,,)). It is incompressible since TP,4 is a non-trivial 
knot. Let S1 = 8(S3 - I%‘(T~,~)). 
(2) The canonical annulus A,. It is incompressible in S3 - &‘( T,,,) since it is incompressible 
in both solid tori V, and V2, and S3 - fi( T,,,) = VI uA,V2. Let S2 = A,. 
(3) The surface F, - 8( TP,4), where F, is the canonical Seifert surface of T,,,. It is 
incompressible in S3 - fi( T,,,) since F, is a Seifert surface of T,,, of minimal genus. Let 
S3 = F, - fi( TP,J. 
(4) Any nontrivially embedded annulus in d(S3 - fi( T,,,)). For if A is any such annulus, 
then A is n,-injective in 8(S3 - fi( T,,,)) which is in turn x1-injective in S3 - 8( T,,,). 
It is also easy to see that no two of the surfaces in (1) - (4) are isotopic in S3 - fi( T,,,4). 
Indeed, since S2 separates S3 - fi( TP,*) into two solid tori and a boundary parallel annulus 
in S3 - A( T,,,) does not, we see that S2 is not isotopic to an annulus embedded in 
8(S3 - fi( T,,,)); moreover, since genus(S3) 2 1 and a(S,) # 0, it follows that S3 is not 
even homeomorphic to any other surface in (1) - (4). 
The following theorem asserts that, up to isotopy, the incompressible surfaces listed 
above are the only orientable incompressible surfaces in S3 - fi( T,,,). 
THEOREM. Every 2-sided incompressible surface in the knot mango/d S3 - fi( T,,,) of the 
torus knot TP,q is isotopic to one of the surfaces listed in the above. 
Proof: Let F be a 2-sided incompressible surface in S3 - fi( T,.,). Since S3 - &( T,,,) is 
Seifert fibered, by the characterization theorem of 2-sided incompressible surfaces in 
(orientable) Seifert fibered 3-manifolds [9, Theorem VI. 341, F is either (a) a properly 
embedded annulus parallel into a(S” - fi( TP,4)), (b) F does not separate S3 - fi( 7’p,p) and 
is a fiber in a fibration of S3 - &‘( T,,,) as a surface bundle over S’, (c) F separates 
S3 - &CT,,,) and S3 - fi(T,,,,) = MI u M2 and MI n M2 = 3M1 = aM2 = F, where 
MI and M2 are twisted I-bundles over surfaces, or(d) F is an annulus or a torus saturated in 
some Seifert fiberation of S3 - A( TP,4). 
It is clear that (c) cannot occur. If F is in (b), then by [2, Proposition 5.51, F has one 
boundary component and genus(F) = i(p - l)(q - l), hence F 2 S3. Indeed, since 
S3 - &J( 7’p,4) is a locally trivial fibration over S’ with fiber F, it is a Serre fibration fibering 
over S’ with fiber F, hence there is an exact sequence (see, for example, [S, Corollary 11.91) 
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-+ 7r*(S’) 3 n,(F) 5 7c,(S3 - fi(&)) 2 rcl(S1) 5 E,(F) -+ 1, where i:F-+ S3 - 
fi( T,,,) is the inclusion map, f:S3 - I’?( 7’,,,)-+ S’ is the fibration map, and 
A : n,,( S’ ) -+ 7c,_ , (F), n 2 1, is the connecting homomorphism via the isomorphism 
f*:z,(S3 - fi(T,,,),F)& n,_t(S’). Now j induces a fibration fl? =fl?(s3_~~(~~,~)): 
?( s” - fi( T,,,)) --f S’ with fiber aF, and correspondingly an exact sequence -+ nl(S1) 
+ n,(?F) + rt,(J(S” - &CT,,,))) + rrl(S1) -+ rrO(aF) -+ 1, such that the following 
diagram commutes : 
+ 71*(S1) 9 n,(F) i5 7r,(S3 - fi( T,,,)) 5 7(1(P) “, Q(F) + 1 
t T II t 
+ nz(S’) “, rc,(C’F) ‘5 7cl(d(S3 - lqr,,,))) ‘J2’x 7cl(S1) “, 7crro(dF) -+ 1. 
Since Q(F) = 1, ,jI+ is an epimorphism, so if m is a meridian of T,,, on i3N( Tp,4), then 
because HI ( S3 - fi( Tp,y)) = (m),f*( ) m 1s a g enerator of IIt( it follows that (fl?),(m) is 
a generator of 71, (S’), so (.fl,,), is an epimorphism. Thus no(aF) = 1, hence 8F is connected, 
and so F has only one boundary component. Now since nz(S’) = 1, nt(F) is isomorphic to 
the commutator subgroup of zl(S3 - fi( Tp,4)), so by [2, Theorem 4.61, x,(F) is a free 
group of rank (p - l)(q - l), hence genus(F) = f(~ - l)(q - 1). 
Let H = (7F. Then since tl w 0 in S3 - I?( Tp,4), cx is freely homotopic to a longitude of 
Tp,4 in ?(S” - fi( Tp,4)), hence F extends to a surface Pin S3 with ak? = Tp,q, so @is a Seifert 
surface spanning T,.,. By [2, Corollary 4.81, genus (P) = $(P - l)(q - l), (so F^ z Fc) and 
hence I;? is a Seifert surface of T,,, of minimal genus. Now it is well-known that any two 
Seifert surfaces of minimal genus in a fibered knot are isotopic (leaving the knot pointwise 
fixed) (cf. [l, p. 2411, or see the arguments in [16, p. 373]), and since torus knots are fibered 
knots (c.f. [2, Corollary 4.1 and Theorem 5.1]), it follows that F is isotopic to F, - fi( T,,,) 
0 
( = S,) in S3 - N( T,,,). 
If F is in (d). then by the uniqueness of Seifert fibration on S3 - I?( T,,,) (see [9, Theorem 
IV.1 81). we may assume that F is a saturated annulus or torus in the Seifert fibration of 
S” - fi( T,.,) described previously. Now if F is a saturated annulus, then p(F) is a properly 
embedded arc in D, which can occur in essentially two different ways as shown in Fig. 4. 
The first implies that F is a properly embedded annulus parallel into a(S3 - fi( T,,,)), and 
the second implies that F is a properly embedded annulus parallel to the canonical annulus 
P(F) 
or 
Fig. 4. 
Fig. 5. 
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If F is a saturated torus, then p(F) is a circle in 8, which can occur in essentially four 
different ways as shown in Fig. 5. The first, second, and the third each implies that F is 
a compressible torus in S3 - fi( TP,4), hence only the fourth is possible and in which case 
F is a torus parallel to 8(S3 - 1”1( TP,q)) ( = S,). Q.E.D. 
Now by [ 15, Lemma 1. lo], an incompressible surface in an irreducible 3-manifold with 
torus boundary components is either &incompressible or a boundary-parallel annulus, we 
have the following 
COROLLARY. Every 2-sided incompressible and &incompressible surface in the knot mani- 
fold S3 - fi( T,,,) of the torus knot T,,, is isotopic to either S1, Sz, or S3. 
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